
SF-300L
Automaticdual-modewirelessgluebindingmachine

Full-Automatic and fast double-mode gluing

digital display of spine forming square or round corner adjustment

Centrifugal dust removal and noise reduction patent design

inch touch screen7

UPGRADE AND
HOT -SELLING TYPE
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CONFIGURATION AND PARAMETER

Technical Parameters 
Model

MAX Binding Thickness

MAX Binding Size 320mm

60mm

Glue Melt Time

Binding Speed

Hour Milling Cutter

Glue Roller

Auto Side Glue

Vacuum Structure

Binding Method

Display

Book Spine Angle Adjustment

Milling Folding

Power

Machine Size

Machine weight

220V/1200W

1280*500*970mm
157KG/187KG

SF - 300 L

About 20 minutes

320 books/hour

10 teeth sun cutter +small milling cutter

Independent side glue + spine glue

Yes

Wind wheel

Manual & automatic + Fast mode

7 inch touch screen

Knob with digital display

Two-fold

Main Feature
1、 Unique side glue tank design: the unique side glue function makes the gluing more even, the adhesion is firmer, 
      and the book is more beautiful.
2、Industrial grade circuit design: fully advanced core control, industrial grade thyristor strong and weak current separation,
     faster response speed and stronger durability.
3、 Adjusting the gluing layer position: seven levels of adjusting the gluing layer thickness, according to different glue loading 
     requirements, easily adjust the gluing layer thickness, very accurate.
4、Two-way double screw rods: the trolley adopts a two-way double screw rods clamping structure, which is not deformed or 
     twisted during clamping, and is durable.
5、10 teeth sun cutter and the small milling cutter: high-power milling motor, milling spine clear, uniform slotting, ensuring glue
     space, and firmer glue binding.
6、 Unique spine glue + side glue tank: all-aluminum glue tank, four groups of unique heating tube curve temperature control, 
      glue is not easy to tarnish or deteriorate, and it is more environmentally friendly to use.
7、7 inch industrial-grade touch screen: good interaction with computers, intuitive and convenient operation, user-friendly 
     design, easier use, more stable programs, and more user-friendly operation.
8、Humanized design of book placing table: the humanized design of book placing table allows easy access to the contents 
     and improves work efficiency.
9、 Full-bearing design of transmission parts: imported bearing, low noise, the operation is more flexible, the durability is 
     stronger, and it is not easy to jam.
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